First of all, the authors gratefully acknowledge the reviewer for his/her detailed comments and suggestions for the manuscript. The reply to each reviewer's comment is given in blue below the comment. The authors describe the use of total column water vapour (TCWV) data from ATSR-2 and AATSR satellite radiometer measurements to study lee waves, which create a phase imprint on the former quantity resulting from the lee wave perturbations of atmospheric motion. The TCWV retrieval algorithm was created by a number of the same authors. They also here develop a gridded lee wave diagnostic tool based on the variability of TCWV within a grid square, which is shown to be largely instrumentindependent due to its focus on relative variability compared to areas measured by the same instrument where lee waves are weak. After applying to 20 years of satellite data, a number of case studies are extracted to show the diagnostic's representativity of lee wave activity. Aside from the usefulness of the authors' method for general lee wave research, as model resolution increases, resolution of lee waves by regional scale numerical weather models is becoming more commonplace, and it is important that the models represent these phenomena accurately due to their impacts on surface winds and variability, as well as orographic drag on the atmosphere. To validate this properly, distributed measurement methods are required, to which common observation networks are not well suited. A number of methods including visible satellite imagery, focussed field campaigns and spaceborne synthetic aperture radar wind measurements can be used but each has its weakness, and the more corroborating sources of information are available the better. This paper provides a good demonstration of another rich source of information which can be used in the above capacity, or simply as a real-time detection method for meteorological guidance providers, and which builds upon examples of similar data exploitation in the literature. It is well written and straightforward to understand. Subject to addressing a number of minor queries and questions below ("p" referring to page and "l." referring to line numbers), I recommend it for publication in Atmospheric Measurement Techniques. p1: l.11. Redundant full-stop before citations. We suppose that this comment is referred to page 2 instead of page 1. Done. l.13. M. Teixiera et al. have recently published a number of papers studying drag due to trapped lee waves, which could be referenced here
l.25-34. Can the authors outline the basic mechanism by which lee waves cause TCWV variation? In order to clarify the basic mechanism leading to the TCWV modulation caused by lee waves, we inserted in the text (p2 l.25) the following sentences: "Lee waves produce oscillations in different atmospheric variables, including vertical velocity. As a consequence, the air is alternately lifted and lowered, causing convergence and divergence of air in the warmer moist bottom layer, which is seen as bands in the TCWV field (Lyapustin et al., 2014) ." Lyapustin, A., Alexander, M. J., Ott, L., Molod, A., Holben, B., Susskind, J., and Wang, Y. (2014) , Observation of mountain lee waves with MODIS NIR column water vapor, Geophys. Res. Lett., 41, 710-716, doi:10.1002 p4: l.5-6. Does significant variation of the baseline TCWV occur in different cases depending on the moistness of the atmosphere or other factors, and does this in turn influence the value of NTSD for a given wave amplitude (as defined in terms of vertical velocity or some other more direct parameter)? Alternatively, do other factors (such as the propensity for sea surface evaporation due to whatever cause) influence the value of TCWV for a given wave amplitude? The following paragraph has been added to the manuscript, p4 l.14. "Based on ERA-Interim reanalysis, Wypych et al. (2018) provided an analysis of temporal and spatial variability of TCWV for Europe. Differences strongly depend on air temperature and on latitude; other determinants include local factors, such as the presence of water or land. Atmospheric circulation is a key factor for the moisture content in winter. In contrast, evaporation from the sea provides a relevant source of moisture in Mediterranean areas especially in autumn, when the air temperature is still high and the air is able to absorb water vapor emitted by the heated sea surface. About the year-to-year variability, a fairly even distribution of TCWV is characteristic of the Mediterranean Sea, with changes in TCWV less than 4.5 kg m -2 . The monthly variability is also relatively small in the Mediterranean, being less than 20 % of the monthly mean TCWV in summer. For these reasons, the influence of the variation of the baseline TCWV on the value of NTSD is limited for our purposes." Wypych, A.; Bochenek, B.; Różycki, M. Atmospheric Moisture Content over Europe and the Northern Atlantic. Atmosphere 2018, 9, 18. l.10. Can the authors give some idea of the areas and criteria used? The choice of the area and of the criteria was mostly driven by the purpose to homogenise the STD differences caused by the different noise in the measured BTs among the ATSR instrument series. The seasons have a minor impact on the observed background STD values. In order to give more details about the criteria used, we inserted in the text at p4 l.10 the following sentence: "For this purpose, the identified areas have been selected on the bases of wind speed and direction (< 2 m s -1 and not downwind to land)." l.17. By what criteria was "best performance" determined? We tested, in particular, three grid sizes, 0.05°x0.05°, 0.15°x0.15°, and 0.25°x0.25°. All the three grids were found to allow for lee waves to be detected. The 0.25°x0.25° was found too coarse to take into account the small-scale spatial variability of the waves at the edge of the areas where these phenomena occur and also too coarse to capture the geographic details of the complex coastline structure in the considered region. The 0.05°x0.05° grid was discarded for robustness considerations: the relatively low number of elements which fall inside may indeed cause too weak reduction of the associated noise in the average procedure. At the end of the sentence at p4 l.15-18, we added the following text "…in terms of both the ability to capture coastline details and the robustness of statistics".
l. [23] [24] . Over what interval is TR1 calculated (or how many scenes)? Or do the authors mean "cloud-free grid cells" and not "cloud-free scenes" on line 23?
The referee is right, we mean "cloud-free grid cells" instead of "cloud-free scenes". We changed the text in the paper. Can the authors comment on the possible effects of variable coverage of TCWV due to missing data on the values of TR1 and TR2? For instance, if data is missing in one case close in the lee of a mountainous island, and in another case the opposite. The first test (TR1) is related to the number of grid cells having cloud-free measurements. This number, reflecting only the percentage of available (cloud-free) grid cells with respect to the total number of grid cells within the scene, is not significantly affected by the presence of waves in the TCWV values. The second test (TR2) is only marginally affected by missing data. The only concern is that missing data may generate a less robust statistics. However, if cloudy measurements are correctly detected by the level 1 cloud mask, this is not a major issue. If the number of cloud-free (or available) measurements within the grid cell is less than 20%, the cell is not considered. This also enables to avoid grid cells having only sporadic measurements, due e.g. to the presence of land within the considered cell. Please see also below the reply to Figure 5 comment on "artefact of missing data".
p5:
l.6-7. The correlation is reasonable in an absolute sense, but the fall to zero in winter despite a still-substantial minority of cloud-free scenes is notable -can the authors speculate on reasons for this? For instance, are significant lee waves in winter ubiquitously accompanied by cloud (due to the synoptic conditions in which they arise)? Or some other reason?
The zero selection in winter may, as the reviewer correctly suggests, be caused by the fact that winter lee waves are frequently accompanied by cloud-conditions. Another reason can be attributed to statistics: what is shown in the plot is the % of cloud-free measurements; when the number of cloud-free measurements is low (20-30%), the number of grid cells having cloud-free measurements > 20% is also low and is therefore unlikely that the "scene" could pass the criterium TR1 (number of cloud-free grid cells > 70%). We reckon that the first explanation would add value to the paper, therefore we included the following sentence at p5 l.7: "One reason for no occurrence in the winter months could be attributed to the frequent presence of lee waves accompanied by cloudy conditions." l.22. Why does wavelength influence the NTSD? Assuming, for simplicity, sinusoidal behaviour, I would think the NTSD should be the same for a given amplitude regardless of wavelength. As the wavelength approaches the data resolution, this could emphasise extreme TCWV values, increasing NTSD, but will also smooth them, with a compensating (or greater) diminution of the NTSD value. The referee is right and Figure a has been added (only in this document) in order to clarify this point. If the grid cell is at least large wavelength/2 (black, blue, green curves) the STD (or NSTD) is almost independent of the wavelength, while the STD is lower for the red curve, where the wavelength/2 is larger than the grid cell size.
We removed in the revised text "shorter wavelengths or/and by". The figures have been modified. We used thickness of the vectors to indicate wind speed and we also added a legend. We made this choice to offer to the readers a more accurate evaluation of the wind magnitudes.
p6:
l.9. There is some redundancy/repetition within this sentence. We modified this sentence: "This lee wave detection was then compared to the outputs of the WRF numerical limited area model (see Sect 3.1)."
p7:
l.33. This is helpful but the link is deprecated -at the moment it provides information and links through to https://esar-ds.eo.esa.int/oads/access/, the new catalogue. It would be useful to add the latter link in case the former legacy page becomes defunct. We added the new link and we replaced "allows" with "allowed". "The picture has been obtained using the Earth Observation Link (EOLi, https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/eoli) European Space Agency's client for Earth Observation Catalogue Service. The EOLi tool allows allowed the selection of Earth Observation products acquired by the ERS and ENVISAT satellites and the display of the related images on the top of an orthographic representation of the Earth. The service has been recently replaced by the ESA Simple Online Catalogue (https://esar-ds.eo.esa.int/oads/access/)." Figure 5 . There appear to be some large NTSD values in grid squares to the left of the lowermost red box in the top panel, an area with a high degree of missing data, although the TCWV variability in the same area seems rather tame -is this some artefact of missing data?
The referee is right saying that the NSTD values is larger than expected and also larger with respect to the surrounding boxes. However, in our method the NSTD is not considered if the number of available measurements is less than 20%, and we can see that two grid boxes are not shown to the left of the lowermost red box. Therefore, the enhancement in this particular area may be due to two causes: a relatively large number of missing data and some erroneous measurements, e.g. affected by thin clouds not filtered by the cloud mask. We inserted in the text the following sentence at p7 l.31: "Once again, the NSTD enhancements are largely correlated with the lee wave patterns in the TCWV fields. However, in the presence of missing data due to clouds, it may happen that the NSTD values increase more than expected. The reason for this behaviour can be ascribed, for example, to measurements affected by thin clouds not filtered out by the ATSR cloud mask, thus affecting the TCWV retrieval. A secondary cause may be the presence of clouds, reducing the number of elements that can be used within the grid cells." The SAR and TCWV data patterns (i.e. wave phase) are not quantitatively alike in the respective panels, presumably due to a time offset. Rather than quoting orbits for these data, which mean little to the reader, could the authors state the overpass times corresponding to the SAR and TCWV images. Inserted time overpasses in the caption of the figure. Final comment (an inversion of comments above concerning p4. l5-6.): Have the authors done any study concerning the vertical velocities corresponding to a given NSTD value, for instance a correlation plot at the level for which lee waves most strongly influence TCWV? Although the correlation may contain some scatter, the equivalence would presumably be less crude than, for instance, the commonly-used inference from satellite images in the visible range. If not, this would be a useful future study, which could be carried out using either model data or, where vertical velocity data may be obtained, observations. This is a very interesting point that we will take into consideration for a future study.
We substituted cloud free with "cloud-free" p4 l.17 for uniformity
